GLOBALEX MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT, JANUARY 2019
On 17 January 2019, members of the Globalex Management Committee (GMC) met via Skype (Ilan
Kernerman, Simon Krek, Julia Miller, Dion Nkomo, Lars Trap-Jensen; excused was Ed Finegan). Ilan
chaired. [This report includes updated information that became available after the GMC met.]
Website. The 2018 and 2016 workshop sites are available (again) on the Elexis website
(elex.is/category/event/). Visitors will be redirected to the Globalex URL; for the 2019 workshop, a new
page was set up (globalex.link/events/globalex-workshop-2019/). The Globalex website (globalex.link/) is
intended to serve as a central repository for lexicography publications, conference proceedings and
recordings. Ilan and Simon will discuss further at Elexis meeting.
GWLN2019. An announcement about Globalex Workshop on Lexicography and Neologism at DSNA 2019
has been emailed. To be held in Bloomington, Indiana, 7 May, immediately preceding the DSNA biennial
meeting (dictionarysociety.com/conference/), the workshop will have fourteen papers, five of them
presented virtually. The proceedings will appear on the Globalex website and the papers peer-reviewed
for a special issue of Dictionaries. Meanwhile, the conference abstracts will appear in (the July 2019 issue
of) Kernerman Dictionary News.
Editors forum. Following the last meeting of the GMC, Ilan contacted the editors of Dictionaries, IJL,
Lexicography, and Lexikos, aiming to encourage cooperation on matters of common interest. (A report on
the subsequent discussion among the editors is forthcoming.)
Conferences 2019. 1) Lars will check with the Nordic Association of Lexicography about possible
involvement of Globalex at NAL’s next general assembly in June (helsinki.fi/sv/konferenser/15konferensen-om-lexikografi-i-norden).
2) Afrilex (afrilex.africanlanguages.com/homelex.html) is not planning a Globalex workshop at its June
meeting but can offer a slot during the AGM to raise awareness about Globalex.
3) Asialex (asialex.org/#news/14) will not have a joint event with Euralex.
4) eLex will meet 1-3 October in Sintra, Portugal; abstract deadline 15 February (elex.link/elex2019/).
5) AustraLex (www.adelaide.edu.au/australex/) will hold its biennial meeting on 3-4 September at the
Australian National University in Canberra.]
Elexis. The February meeting in Vienna will discuss ideas and make plans (elex.is/observer-event/).
EMLex. The EMLex (European Master of Lexicography) will be noted on the Globalex site, as it is the most
extensive study program in lexicography. There will be a session on EMLex at the next Afrilex meeting
(afrilex.africanlanguages.com/homelex.html).
Next GMC meeting. Ilan will set a doodle poll for the week of February 11. [The meeting has been
scheduled for 11 February.]
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